Geometric phase is a universal concept that underpins numerous phenomena involving multicomponent wave fields. These polarization-dependent phases are inherent in interference effects, spin-orbit interaction phenomena, and topological properties of vector wave fields. Geometric phases are thoroughly studied in two-component fields, such as two-level quantum systems or paraxial optical waves, but their description for fields with three or more components, such as generic nonparaxial optical fields routinely used in modern nano-optics, constitutes a nontrivial problem. Here we describe geometric, dynamical, and total phases calculated along a closed spatial contour in a multi-component complex field, with particular emphasis on 2D (paraxial) and 3D (nonparaxial) optical fields. We present several equivalent approaches: (i) an algebraic formalism, universal for any multicomponent field, (ii) a dynamical approach using the Coriolis coupling between the spin angular momentum and reference-frame rotations, and (iii) a geometric representation, which unifies the Pancharatnam-Berry phase for the 2D polarization on the Poincaré sphere and the Majoranasphere representation for the 3D polarized fields. Most importantly, we reveal close connections between geometric phases, angular-momentum properties of the field, and topological properties of polarization singularities in 2D and 3D fields, such as C-points and polarization Möbius strips.
I. INTRODUCTION
Geometric phases, recognised as a universal phenomenon 35 years ago by Michael Berry [1, 2] , play an important role in the interference of vector waves, such as monochromatic optical fields [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . They are therefore ubiquitous in several areas of modern optics including polarization manipulations [4, [8] [9] [10] , singular optics [11] [12] [13] , and the angular momentum (AM) of light [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Geometric phases are important both as a fundamental theoretical concept and as a practical tool underlying optical elements, such as "metasurfaces" and "q-plates" [8] [9] [10] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
The polarization properties of paraxial optical fields have been thoroughly studied. For these fields, the electric field vector is essentially constrained to the plane orthogonal to the propagation direction. Such 2D fields are characterized by generic polarization singularities: Cpoints (polarization vortices) and L-lines [13, 26] . However, with the rapid development of nano-optics and photonics, more attention has been placed on nonparaxial inhomogeneous 3D fields. In particular, nonparaxial light can give rise to new types of 3D singularities such as vortex knots [27, 28] and polarization Möbius strips [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , as well as to the coupling of the spin and orbital AM [10, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] where geometric phases play a key role.
Despite enormous progress in the investigations of nonparaxial 3D vector fields and their properties, the selfconsistent characterization of geometric and dynamical phases in such fields still remains somewhat elusive. Indeed, there are two main types of geometric phase known in polarization optics: (i) the Pancharatnam-Berry (PB) phase [42] [43] [44] [45] and (ii) the spin-redirection (or BortolottiRytov-Vladimirskii-Berry) phase [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . The PB phase appears for paraxial 2D fields with evolving SU(2) transverse polarization but propagating in the same direction; it is geometrically represented on the S 2 Poincaré-Bloch sphere. In turn, the spin-redirection phase involves waves with constant circular polarization (helicity) but whose propagation direction evolves; it is geometrically represented on the unit S 2 sphere of propagation directions (wavevectors). Thus, both of these phases are SU (2) SO(3) geometric phases, typical for spin-1/2 quantum systems with two-component wavefunctions [1] . However, generic 3D polarized waves have more degrees of freedom, and their properties should rather correspond to spin-1 waves with three-component wavefunctions.
There have been only a few studies of geometric phases in general three-level and spin-1 quantum systems [53, 54] , as well as attempts to generalize the PB and spin-redirection geometric phases in optics into one unified phase [55] . These attempts resulted in the geometric Majorana sphere formalism developed by Hannay arXiv:1903.01304v1 [physics.optics] 4 Mar 2019 [56, 57] and in the dynamical description in terms of the Coriolis (or angular-Doppler) effect for waves carrying spin AM [58] . Still, these prior works do not provide a clear, unambiguous answer to the basic question "what are the geometric and dynamical phase increments along a given spatial contour in a generic 3D complex vector field?". Another thought-provoking problem is the relations between the geometric phases, polarization singularities, and their topological properties in 2D and 3D fields. We aim to address these questions in the present work.
The paper is organized as follows. We first introduce self-consistent definitions of the geometric and dynamical phases along a given spatial contour for an arbitrary multi-component complex field (Section II A). The dynamical phase is always quantized (i.e., it equals an integer times π) for closed contours. Then, we apply this approach to 2D polarized fields (Section II B) with generic polarization singularities: C-points, which are characterized by topological Z number. In this case, the geometric phase is the PB phase represented on the Poincaré sphere, but we show that its behavior exhibits dicontinuities, i.e., "π times the topological index" jumps when smooth deformations of the contour cross a C-point.
Next, we consider geometric and dynamical phases in generic 3D polarized fields (Section III). The 3D geometric phase, unifying the PB and spin-redirection phases, allows both dynamical Coriolis-effect description [58] (Section III A) and a geometric representation on a Majorana-type sphere for spin-1 [56, 57] (Section III B). Importantly, we introduce a new Majorana-like representation that allows a more natural geometric-phase interpretation and closer correspondence to the 2D Poincaré-sphere formalism. We call this construction the "Poincarana sphere". Remarkably, the topological properties of the contour on the Poincarana/Majorana sphere are intimately related to the topological properties of the 3D polarization distribution along the corresponding spatial contour. In this case, the topological Z 2 number distinguishes the Möbius and non-Möbius polarization strips, and the geometric phase exhibits π jumps at transitions between these two cases.
In Section IV, we consider the close relation of the geometric, dynamical, and total phases to the spin, total, and orbital angular momenta in cylindrical 3D optical fields, as well as extension of these phases to the case of electric and magnetic fields in optical media. Section V concludes the paper and discusses physical implications of the general results presented in this work.
II. GENERAL APPROACH AND PARAXIAL 2D CASE
A. Geometric and dynamical phases in multicomponent complex fields
The simplest case of a complex wave field, a scalar wave field, is described by a complex coordinate-dependent
1. An example of the 2D distribution of the colour-coded phase α = Arg ψ of a random scalar field ψ(r) [12, 13] . Phase singularities (vortices) of positive and negative unit charges (N = ±1 for the phases groing and decreasing upon the conterclockwise motion aroung the singularity) are marked by the black and white dots, respectively. Three contours and the corresponding phases Φ0, Eq. (1), indicating the net topological charges enclosed by the contours, N = 1, N = −2, and N = 0, are shown. The counterclockwise motion along circular contours in the (x, y)-plane is assumed throughout this article.
wavefunction ψ(r), and throughout the paper we consider monochromatic fields and omit the time-dependence e −iωt factor. Its local phase α = Arg ψ is defined via ψ(r) = |ψ(r)| e iα(r) . The gradient of this phase determines the local wavevector (or normalized canonical momentum density) k loc = ∇α [59] , whose integral along a closed contour is quantized as an integer times 2π:
The integer N counts the number of phase singularities or vortices (i.e., zeros of the field, where |ψ| = 0 and α is undetermined) enclosed by the contour and weighted by their topological strengths [12, 13] . In other words, N provides the total topological charge inside the contour, Fig. 1 . The phase singularities are generically points in 2D space, r = (x, y), and lines in 3D space, r = (x, y, z).
In the latter case, one should consider a 2D surface spanning the contour and count point singularities on this surface, because the topological charge is well-defined only in the 2D case. Upon continuous deformations of the contour of inetgration, the phase (1) expriences jumps each time when the contour crosses singularities of the field ψ. Note also that only vortices with minimal charges N = ±1 are generic (see Fig. 1 ); the higher-order singularities represent degenerate cases, such as in cylindrically symmetric higher-order vortex beams [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The case of vector wave fields is more involved. In the main part of this work we consider the complex electricfield amplitude E(r) of a monochromatic optical field, although the approach of this subsection is applicable to any complex multi-component field E = (E 1 , ..., E n ). On the one hand, a straightforward extension of the above scalar-field equations allows the introduction of the local wavevector (canonical momentum density) as the weighted average of the local wavevectors for each field component: [59] [60] [61] [62] . However, unlike Eq. (1), its integral along a closed contour is not quantized:
Generically, this phase does not have singularities, i.e., it changes continuously upon continuous deformations of the contour of integration, because all components of the field E do not generically vanish at the same point (although this is possible in degenerate cases). On the other hand, one can reduce the vector-field problem to the scalar-field one by introducing the complex scalar field Ψ = E · E [63] . The phase in this field can be calculated according to Eq. (1), and, since this field is quadratic with respect to the original field E, the phase in the original field acquires a factor of 1/2:
where N D is an integer. Thus, this phase is quantized as a half-interger times 2π, and generically it has singularities as any scalar-field phase.
Importantly, one can associate the phases (2) and (3) with the total and dynamical phases, respectively, in a mutli-component field E. Indeed, let us decompose this field into a unit polarization vector and a scalar part: E(r) = e(r) E(r), e * · e = 1. This decomposition is not unique but can be fixed by choosing Arg(e · e) = 0. Then, the gradient operator in Eq. (2) acts on both the scalar field E(r) and complex polarization vector e(r), while in Eq. (3), involving the squared field Ψ = E · E, the information about the polarization is erased because Arg Ψ(r) = 2 Arg E(r). It is worth noticing that for either 2D or 3D fields, E = (E x , E y ) or E = (E x , E y , E z ), the scalar e·e determines the eccentricity of the polarization ellipse [63] , while the condition Arg(e · e) = 0 aligns the orthogonal Re(e) and Im(e) vectors with the principal axes of the polarization ellipse [see Section (III A) below].
The geometric phase is the phase associated with the evolution of the polarization e(r) along the contour [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] 10] . It is therefore natural to associate the difference between the total phase (2) and the dynamical phase (3) with the geometric phase in an arbitrary multicomponent field:
It is easy to see that this phase is invariant with respect to the gauge transformations E(r) → E(r) exp[iα(r)], and it vanishes in uniformly-polarized fields with e(r) = const,
In what follows, we show that in the (10) and (11) [64, 65] . The polar and azimuthal angles on the Poincaré sphere, θ and φ, describe the eccentricity and orientation of the polarization ellipse, respectively. The magenta meridional line indicats the shortest geodesic line to the equator; its evolution determines the geometric phase in 2D fields, Eq. (12) and Fig. 3 .
cases of 2D paraxial and 3D fields, the phase (4) is intimately related to the geometric and topological properties of the inhomogeneous polarization distribution. Moreover, for previously-considered cases, the very laconic general Eqs. (2)- (4) yield the known expressions for the geometric phase (e.g., the Pancharatnam-Berry phase in paraxial fields). Notably, as the total phase Φ does not generically contain singularities, and the dynamical phase Φ D generically has singularities, the geometric phase Φ G generically possesses singularities, i.e., undergoes ±π jumps when the contour of integration crosses phase singularities of the field Ψ.
It is important to note that the space of the evolution r can be either r = (x, y), or r = (x, y, z), or any other parameter space, because the form ∇ · dr used in the phase expressions (2)- (4) is just the differential along the contour, and the resulting integrals are independent of the parametrisation of the contour. For simplicity, we use planar (x, y)-contours in all examples. Furthermore, in all phase-increment equations we use closedcontour integrals to distinguish between quantized and non-quantized phases; however, one can also calculate the phase increments along an open contour connecting different r-points. Also, counterclockwise motion along circular spatial contours in the (x, y)-plane is assumed throughout the paper; the opposite motion flips the signs of all the phases. We first apply the general formalism of Section II A to the best-known case of a paraxial 2D field E (r) = (E x (r) , E y (r)), r = (x, y). This complex field de-scribes the 2D polarization ellipse, which is traced by the temporal evolution of the real-valued electric field Re E (r) e −iωt at each point r [64, 65] , Fig. 2(a) . The geometric and topological properties of the polarization field of such ellipses is the main subject of our consideration.
It is instructive to express the field E in the basis of circular polarizations e ± = (x ± iȳ) / √ 2, wherex andȳ are the unit vectors for the corresponding Cartesian axes:
Here
, and α ± are the phases of the right-hand and left-hand field components.
Substituting the field (5) into Eq. (2), we obtain the total phase increment as:
In turn, using the quadratic scalar field
the dynamical phase (3) becomes:
The corresponding "topological number" is given by the half-sum of the topological charges of the right-hand and left-hand circular components of the field:
where ∇α ± · dr = 2πN ± . To show that the difference (4) between Eqs. (6) and (8) provides the known PB geometric phase, we introduce the Poincaré sphere representation of the 2D polarization [64, 65] , Fig. 2 . This sphere is determined by the normalized real-valued vector (not in real space, and therefore denoted by an arrow) of the normalized Stokes parameters [64, 65] :
Here E stands for the circular-basis two-component field (5),ˆ σ = (σ 1 ,σ 2 ,σ 3 ) is the vector of Pauli matrices, and S · S = 1 (since we are considering fully polarized fields only). The north and south poles of the Poincaré sphere correspond to the right-and left-hand circular polarizations, whereas the equator represents all possible orientations of the linear polarization, as shown in Fig. 2 . Substituting the field (5) into Eq. (10) yields the following (12), (16) , and (17) . The geometric phase ΦG is equal to half of the oriented area swept by the shortest geodesic line to the equator [shown in Fig. 2(b) ], Σequat, as described in the text. (a) For a contour, that does not enclose the S3 axis of the Poincaré sphere (i.e., the Cpoints of circular polarizations in real space), the PB phase is uniquely defined and corresponds to the half of the oriented area (solid angle) Σ enclosed by the contour on the Poincaré sphere and not including the Poincaré-sphere poles (marked by magenta here). The area between the contour and equator (marked by yellow) is swept twice in the opposite directions and hence does not contribute. (b) For a contour encompassing the S3 axis, the oriented area Σequat swept by the geodesic to the equator (marked by magenta) differs from the area Σ ± enclosed by the contour (marked by blue, "+" and "−" indicating the areas including the north and south poles, respectively) by 2πNC. Here NC is the net topological index of the C-points enclosed by the contour in real space or, equivalently, the winding number of the contour around the S3 axis on the Poincaré sphere. These two areas correspond to the fundamental and modified defintions of the PB geometric phase, Eqs. (12) , (16) , and (17) .
spherical angles (θ, φ) on the Poincaré sphere, Fig. 2(b) :
Now, using Eqs. (6), (8) , and (11), we can write the geometric phase (4) in a 2D field as
The second equality in this equation means that the geometric phase, originally defined via an integration in real space, can be calculated as an integral along the contour traced by the representation point of the polarization ellipses in each r-point on the Poincaré sphere. In turn, the last equality in Eq. (12) indicates that the geometric phase is numerically equal to half of the spherical area Σ equat swept by the shortest geodesic line connecting the point on the contour and the equator of the Poincaré sphere (see Fig. 2(b) ); for the motion in the positive (negative) φ-direction the northern-hemisphere area is counted as negative (positive), while the southernhemisphere area is counted with the opposite signs. The Poincaré-sphere form of the geometric phase (12) provides the well-known Pancharatnam-Berry (PB) phase [3] [4] [5] [43] [44] [45] , which has many important applications in modern optics, such as "metasurfaces" and "qplates" providing efficient polarization (spin) -dependent shaping of optical beams [8] [9] [10] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . The PB phase is usually associated with the oriented area (solid angle) enclosed by the contour on the Poincaré sphere, but there is a subtle yet important issue with its definition (12) . When the Poncaré-sphere contour does not enclose the poles, i.e., does not wind around the S 3 axis, the area swept by the geodesic to the equator becomes equal to the orieneted area (or equivalently solid angle) enclosed by the contour: Σ equat = Σ, Fig. 3(a) . However, each time when the contour encompasses the S 3 axis of the Poncaré sphere, the area Σ equat swept by the geodesic differs from the area Σ + enclosed by the contour and including the north pole by ∓2π (where the sign is determined by the direction of winding around the S 3 axis), Fig. 3(b) . Therefore, the geometric phase Φ G experiences a ±π jump when the contour crosses a pole on the Poincaré sphere. This singular behaviour is intimately related to the singularities and topological properties of spatial polarization distributions.
Figures 4(a,b) show a generic example of an inhomogeneous polarization distribution in a random 2D field E(r) and the phase distribution in the corresponding scalar field Ψ = E · E. The phase singularities in the scalar field Ψ correspond to the points of purely-circular polarizations in the field E. These are polarization singularities (the orientation of the ellipse is indetermined) called "C-points" [13, 26] . Importantly, in the generic case the directions of the principal axes of the polarization ellipse in the vicinity of a C-point undergo a ±π rotation (halfturn) when going counterclockwise along a contour enclosing the singularity. This determines a half-integer topological index N C /2 = ±1/2 of the C-point [13, 26] . Akin to the phase singularities, higher-order C-points are possible in degenerate cases (see an example in Obviously, the first topological number N D corresponds to the dynamical phase (8) for the contour enclosing the singularity. One can show that the number N D /2 counts the number of turns of the direction of the instantaneous field vector Re[E(r)] with respect to the major axis of the polarization ellipse when going along the contour. The second number N C /2 counts the the number of turns of the direction of the major axis of the polariza- (8), (12), (13) , and (16), calculated for these contours are shown.
tion ellipse itself. Since the orientation of the major axis of the polarization ellipse with respect to the Cartesian (x, y) axes is given by the half-azimuthal angle φ/2 on the Poincaré sphere (see Fig. 2 ), one can introduce the quantized phase corresponding to the topological index N C /2 for the C-points enclosed by the contour:
By an analogy with Eq. (9), one can see that the topological index N C /2 is given by the half-difference of the topological charges of the left-handed and right-handed circular components of the field:
Clearly, N D and N C have the same parity, so that Figure 4 shows examples of spatial contours enclosing zero, one, or two C-points with different topological numbers (N D , N C ) and the corresponding quantized phases Φ D and Φ C , Eqs. (8) and (13) . Coming back to the PB geometric phase (12), Fig. 4 (c) shows the Poincaré-sphere contours representing the circular spatial contours shown in Figs. 4(a,b) and the corresponding numerically-calculated geometric phases Φ G . Note that the topological number N C , counting the C-points enclosed by the contour in real space, equals the number of times the Poincaré-sphere contour winds around the vertical S 3 -axis. From this relation and properties of the PB phase (12) discussed above and shown in Fig. 3 , the geometric phase can be written as
where Σ ± denote the oriented areas (or, equivalently, the solid angles) on the Poincaré sphere enclosed by the contour. Here, the ± index distinguishes the areas above and below the contours encompassing the S 3 axis, i.e., including the north and south poles, respectively; for contours not enclosing the S 3 axis (N C = 0), Σ + = Σ − = Σ is the area not including the poles, see Fig. 3 .
Thus, the geometric phase Φ G experiences ±π jumps when the real-space contour crosses a generic C-point. This is in agreement with the general properties mentioned in Section II A, and only the total phase Φ evolves continuously. Due to this, the PB phase in paraxial fields is often defined via the following modified expression (typically, with the "+" sign) [3] [4] [5] [43] [44] [45] :
This definition, determined only by the corresponding oriented area enclosed by the contour, is more convenient in some practical situations. For example, theΦ + G phase does not experience jumps when the Poincaré-sphere contour crosses the north pole, and experience a 2π jump when it crosses the south pole. Therefore, in all situations where only the phase modulo 2π is observable (e.g., in numerous interference experiments), this defintion becomes effectively invariant with respect to global SU(2) transformations of the field (or, equivalently SO(3) rotations of the contour on the Poincaré sphere), resulting, e.g., from making the complete paraxial field pass through a uniform transparent waveplate retarder. It also follows from Eq. (15) that
. This is the reason why the total phase Φ is sometimes confused with the geometric PB phase [63, 66] .
However, it is important to emphasize that the geometric phase Φ G , Eqs. (12) and (16), is more fundamental and consistent with the universal expression (4) for an arbitrary multicomponent field. In particular, we will see in Section III that the natural definitions of the geometric phase for 3D fields is consistent with Φ G rather than withΦ ± G , and the discontinuous nature of Φ G near polarization singularities will be related to the polarization Möbius-strip structures.
We conclude this section with an explicit example of an inhomogeneous 2D polarized field, which plays an important role in modern optics. This is a transverse (E x , E y ) field of a z-propagating cylindrical paraxial beam with a C-point (of the first or higher order) in the center. The (x, y) polarization distribution forms a "polarization vortex" around the field center (see Fig. 5 ); such polarization distributions appear in a variety of optical systems [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] . The polarization-vortex beam field represents a superposition of two vortex beams [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] with opposite circular polarizations and different vortex charges. In terms of the field (5), this means α
(we consider the field in the vicinity of the beam axis), where ± are the integer vortex charges, and (ρ, ϕ) are the polar coordinates in the (x, y) plane. For circular contours enclosing the C-point in the beam center, we have N ± = ± , and the difference between the dynamicalphase and C-point properties (8) , (9) and (13), (14) can be easily appreciated: To trace the phase changes when the contour crosses the C-point, we now consider a set of circular contours of different radii centered some distance away from the beam center, as shown in Fig. 5(a,d) . The Poincaré-sphere representations of these contours are shown in Figs. 5(b,e), while Figs. 5(c,f) display the numericallycalculated dynamical, C-point, total, and geometric PB phases as functions of the contour radius R c . One can clearly see that Φ D = Φ C = 0 when the contour does not enclose the C-point and different quantized values of Φ D and Φ C after crossing the C-point. Furthermore, all defintions of the PB geometric phase (12), (16) , and (17) coincide with each other and with the total phase (6), Φ G =Φ ± G = Φ, and grow with the contour radius before crossing the C-point. Upon the contour crossing the Cpoint, the fundamental geometric phase Φ G experiences a πN C jump in agreement with Eq. (16). In turn, the modified PB phaseΦ − G evolves continuously, because in these examples the C-points have left-hand circular polarizations corresponding to the south pole of the Poincaré sphere. Note also that the total phase Φ evolves continuously through the generic C-point in Fig. 5(a-c) , but experiences a −2π jump in the degenerate C-point in Fig. 5(d-f) , because the field components E + and E − vanish simultaneously in this point. (6), (8), (12), (13), (16), and (17) . See explanations of their behaviour in the text.
III. 3D POLARIZED FIELDS
A. Geometric phase as the Coriolis effect.
Spin-redirection phase
We are now in a position to consider generic 3D fields E (r) = (E x (r), E y (r), E z (r)), ubiqutous in modern optics. It is convenient to use the following representation of the complex vector field [63, 64, 66, 80] :
where A, B, and are real fields, such that A · B = 0, |A| ≥ |B|, and (unlike previous publications [63, 64, 66, 80] ) we use normalized quantities e * · e = |A| 2 + |B| 2 = 1. The real vectors A and B correspond to the major and minor semi-axes of the normalized polarization ellipse (whose definition is unique to within a global sign), Fig. 6 . Equation (18) provides a natural decomposition of the field E into its real amplitude |E| ≡ √ E * · E, the complex polarization field e = A + i B (which is in agreement with the general polarization definition of Section II A), Arg(e · e) = 0), and the common polarizationindependent phase .
Substituting representation (18) into the general Eqs. (2) and (3), we obtain the total and dynamical phases:
where we used A · (∇) B = −B · (∇) A. Equation (20) elucidates the physical meaning of the dynamical phase: it can be regarded as the phase in the local coordinate frame attached to the polarization ellipse's axes A and B. In other words, as mentioned in Section II B, it corresponds to the number of turns of the instantaneous electric-field vector Re(E) = |E| (A cos − B sin ) with respect to these coordinates. Equations (19) and (20) immediately yield the geometric phase in the form (4):
To show that Eq. (21) coincides with prior definitions of the geometric phase in 3D fields, we represent it in the form of the Coriolis (or rotational-Doppler) coupling between the intrinsic angular momentum carried by the wave and the coordinate-frame rotations [7, 58, [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] .
Recall that a wave carrying normalized intrinsic angular momentum S and observed in a coordinate frame, (18) with semiaxes vectors A and B, as well as the normal "spin" vector (23) S. The two polarization ellipses shown here are taken from the neighbouring points on the contour, which can be marked by the parameter τ = τ0 (opaque) and τ = τ0 + δτ (semitransparent). The corresponding evolution of the normalized triad (ā,b,s) can be presented as a rotation with the angular velocity Ωτ , so that the vector angle of rotation between the two neighboring points is δα = Ωτ δτ . The geometric phase acquired during this evolution is determined by the Coriolis spin-rotation coupling (22) : δΦG = −S · Ωτ δτ .
which rotates with the angular velocity Ω τ (defined with respect to a parameter τ , not necessarily time), acquires the following geometric-Coriolis-Doppler phase shift [7, 58, [81] [82] [83] [84] [85] :
The best-known example of this phase is provided by the rotation of the Foucault pendulum on Earth's rotating surface [86, 87] . For the wave field under consideration, the intrinsic angular momentum is the normalized "spin density" determined by the ellipticity and the normal to the polarization ellipse (not to be confused with the Stokes vector S !) [18, 63] , Fig. 6 :
The triad (A, B, S) determines the local Cartesian frame attached to the polarization ellipse, whose unit vectors can be defined asā = A/ |A|,b = B/ |B|, ands = S/ |S|. The rotation of the vectors (A, B) with respect to the normal S direction is determined by the angular-velocity projection (see Fig. 6 )
Substituting Eqs. (23) and (24) into Eq. (22), and considering τ as a parameter along the integration contour, dτ d dτ = dr·∇, we recover the geometric-phase expression (21) . The above consideration shows that the geometric phase can be understood as a dynamical phenomenon, which is described by the corresponding coupling term in the Lagrangian or Hamiltonian of the system [7, [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] . The PB geometric phase (12) for paraxial 2D fields readily follows from the Coriolis-Doppler expression (22) . Indeed, in the paraxial regime, the spin is directed along the z-axis, S = Sz, and it equals the third Stokes parameter (11): S = S 3 = cos θ, while the orientation of the polarization ellipse in the (x, y)-plane is given by half the azimuthal angle φ on the Poincaré sphere, i.e., the angular velocity of the ellipse rotation is also aligned with the z-axis and equals Ω τ = 1 2 dφ dτz . The product S · Ω τ dτ = 1 2 cos θ dφ immediately yields the Poincaré-sphere equation (12) . In terms of the polarization-ellipse vectorsā andb, one can use the following relations:
where σ = sgn(S) = sgn(cos θ) determines the handedness of the polarization. This leads tob
Thus, when the direction of the spin S is fixed (up to the sign) whereas its magnitude S can vary, the 3D geometric phase (22) is reduced to the PB phase. In the opposite case, when the magnitude of the spin is fixed and maximal, |S| = √ 2 |A| = √ 2 |B| = 1 (i.e., the field is circularly polarized), whereas its directions varies, the Coriolis equation (22) provides the spin-redirection (or Bortolotti-Rytov-Vladimirskii-Berry) phase [46-52, 83, 98-101] . This geometric phase can be written as
Introducing the sphere of spin directions determined by the unit spin vectors = (s x ,s y ,s z ), Fig. 7 , the phase (26) modulo 2π is numerically equal to the oriented area (solid angle) enclosed by the contour on this sphere (see [7, 98, 99] for the derivation of this fact using a triad of mutually orthogonal vectors). This is similar to the PB phase on the Poincaré sphere, but without the factor of 1/2 and without the peculiar singular behaviour near polarization singularities. (Indeed, singularities of the spin direction are "L-lines" of linear polarization [13, 26, 63, 80 ], but we now consider purely-circularly-polarized fields.) It is important to note the following peculiarities of the spin-redirection phase (26) . First, the vectors (ā,b) are not uniquely defined for circular polarizations; these vectors can be rotated by an arbitrary angle with respect tos. Therefore, for closed contours, where the initial and final points have the same choice of (ā,b), the spin-redirection phase (26) (26) and (27) is indicated by red radial lines inside the polarizations circles, which follow the parallel-transport law on the sphere. The initial and final parallel-transported polarizations are highlighted by cyan. The angle between theire red lines equals the geometric phase ΦG mod 2π = Σs.
(ϑ, ϕ) on thes-sphere, as shown in Fig. 7 , the geometric phase (26) can be written as [7] Φ G = − cos ϑ dϕ, Φ G mod 2π = Σs,
where Σs is the oriented spherical area (solid angle) enclosed by the contour. This freedom in the choice of the (ā,b) vectors corresponds to the gauge freedom for the Berry connection on the sphere of directions [7, 39] , and it distinguishes the spin-redirection geometric phase from the general case, where the polarization-ellipse vectors, and hence the geometric-phase value (not modulo 2π), are uniquely defined. Second, we note that the geometric phase (26) corresponds to the parallel transport of circular polarizations on the sphere of directions [2-7, 46-52, 98, 99] . Denoting the geometric phase of the circular polarizations tangent to thes-sphere by vectors (see red lines inside polarization circles in Fig. 7 ), one can see that these vectors follow the geometric parallel transport on the sphere. Equivalently, if we would introduce vectors (ā,b) parallel-transported on the sphere, the phase (26) would vanish. However, such vectors cannot be globaly defined without discontinuities along a generic closed contour. We finally note that the spin-redirection geometric phase represents a highly-degenerate case in our general treatment of inhomogeneous polarized fields. Indeed, it corresponds to a "global C-point" spread over the whole contour of the evolution. In fact, the field Ψ = E · E vanishes identically in a purely circularly-polarized field, and one cannot unambiguously separate the dynamical and geometric phases along a closed spatial contour. Nonetheless, the spin-redirection geometric phase does play an important role and becomes generic for inhomogeneous free-space optical fields. Although such fields are generally elliptically-polarized in real space, they can be considered as Fourier superpositions of circularlypolarized plane waves with different wavevectors and helicities. Indeed, circularly-polarized plane waves are the helicity-momentum eigenstates of Maxwell equations [102] . Due to the transversality of electromagnetic plane waves, ∇·E = k·E = 0, their spin direction is locked with the direction of the wavevector,s = σk (where σ = ±1 is the helicity), and the spin-direction sphere becomes a sphere in momentum k-space [39, 100, 101, 103]. Therefore, the spin-redirection construction, highly-degenerate in terms of real-space polarizations, becomes general and exact in terms of the momentum representation of freespace Maxwell fields. This is why the Berry connection and curvature associated with the k-space sphere and spin-redirection geometric phase appear in relativistic wave equations for massless spinning particles (e.g., photons) on the very fundamental level [100, 101, 103] and determine position, spin and orbital angular momentum operators for such particles [39, 96] . However, this approach becomes approximate for optical fields in isotropic smoothly-inhomogeneous media [7, [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] 95] and generally inapplicable in sharply-inhomogeneous or anisotropic media, where helicity is not conserved and circulalry-polarized plane waves are not eigenmodes of the problem.
Coming back to generic 3D polarized fields and the general geometric phase (21) and (22) , it is valid in fields with simultaneously varying spin direction and magnitude. Therefore, it combines features of the PB and spin-redirection geometric phases. To characterize the geometrical and topological properties of this general geometric phase, we need a more sophisticated spherical representation, combining the main features of the Poincaré and spin-direction spheres. We describe this new sphere, as well as topological properties of polarization singularities on 3D fields, in the next subsection.
B. "Poincarana-sphere" representation and polarization Möbius strips
As discussed in Section II B, only two parameters (e.g. the eccentricity and the orientation of the polarization ellipse) are required to characterize the polarization state of a fully polarized paraxial 2D field, and these parameters can be represented by a point over the Poincaré sphere, Fig. 2 . One way of understanding this sphere is by using the stereographic projection: the (possibly infinite) complex scalar −E − /E + is equated with a stereographic variable ζ = tan(θ/2)e iφ , implying α − −α + = 2φ, Eqs. (5) and (11) .
The Poincaré sphere, based on the two-component "wavefunction" (5) , is analogous to the Bloch sphere for is the binomial coefficient. The points on the Majorana sphere cannot be unambiguously labelled globally, just as the roots of a polynomial cannot be: around a closed circuit, they may undergo a permutation.
In 1998, Hannay employed the Majorana representation to find the general formula for the geometric phase accumulated by such a general spin-n state on a closed circuit [57] . Since electromagnetic waves correspond to spin-1 particles (photons) with the three-component "wavefunction" E, the Majorana representation of for optical fields should involve two points on the unit sphere. Hannay considered this spin-1 case [56] and found a simple geometric interpretation of the two points (unit vectors)ū 1,2 on the Majorana sphere in terms of the general 3D polarization ellipse (18) , Fig. 8(a) . Namely, the unit vector directed along the bisector of the two vectorsū 1,2 is the direction normal to the polarization ellipse, i.e., the unit spin vectors. At the same time, the projections of the two pointsū 1,2 in the direction ofs onto the plane of the polarization ellipse give the locations of the two foci of the polarization ellipse, whose major semiaxis is normalized to unity, see Fig. 8(a) .
Thus, the Majorana sphere for spin 1 describes the polarization ellipse with any orientation by using four parameters. This sphere can be considered as a unification of the Poincaré and spin-direction spheres, Figs. 2 and 7, because it simultaneously represents the direction of the spin (two parameters) and the properties of the polarization ellipse in the polarization plane (the other two parameters). When the ellipse is known to be confined to the (x, y) plane, the spin-direction parameters become redundant, and the Majorana sphere can be mapped onto the Poincaré sphere. Here we should emphasize the following fundamental difference between the Poincaré and Majorana representations. The Poincaré sphere, Fig. 2 , is a unit sphere in the abstract Stokes-parameters space, where the vector S does not represent the actual spin of the electromagnetic field. In fact, only the third component of this vector is related to the z-directed spin angular momentum: S = S 3z [105] . In contrast to this, the Majorana sphere is a unit sphere in real r-space, and the vectorsū 1,2 indicate the direction of the actual spin angular momentum of the field,s, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . Since the geometric phase of a generic 3D field is closely related to this spin via the Coriolis representation (22) , one can expect that the Majorana sphere will serve as an effective geometric tool for the geometric-phase calculations.
A drawback to the Majorana sphere is that, unlike the Poincaré sphere, it does not geometrically incorporate the normalization of the polarization ellipse: the polarization ellipse given by the construction above is normalized with respect to its semimajor axis |E||A| rather than its intensity |E| 2 . This intensity normalization is important for the convenient representation of the geo-metric phase. In the following we propose an alternative Majorana-like representation which more naturally incorporates the appropriate polarization normalization, and hence the geometric phase becomes easier to interpret.
Consider a generalization of the Majorana construction described above, in which the unit vectorsū 1,2 are bisected bys and whose separationū 1 −ū 2 is parallel to the major polarization-ellipse axisā, following the expressionū
where β parametrizes the eccentricity of the polarization ellipse. The standard Majorana-sphere representation proposed by Hannay uses β = |B|/|A|. However, as shown in Appendix A, choosing instead β = |S| = 2|A||B| leads to a direct connection with the geometric phase in terms of the enclosed solid angle on the sphere (similar to the PB and spin-redirection geometric phases). With this choice, Eq. (28) reduces tō
where f = |A| 2 − |B| 2 is the focal distance of the polarization ellipse with normalized intensity, i.e., with |A| 2 +|B| 2 = 1, as was used in Section III A and shown in Fig. 8(b) . Remarkably, for paraxial light with the polarization ellipse lying in the (x, y) plane, the z-components of the two representation points coincide with the height of the point on the Poincaré sphere, and hence with the spin magnitude:ū 1,2z = S 3 = S z . Thus, this representation mixes features from the Poincaré and the Majorana spheres, and we call it the "Poincarana" sphere representation, Fig. 8(b,c) . Note that for purely circularlypolarized fields, the two points on the Poincarana and Majorana spheres merge,ū 1 =ū 2 =s, and these spheres reduce to the spin-direction sphere, Fig. 7 .
Appendix A gives a general proof that the Poincaranasphere choice β = |S| provides a direct connection between enclosed solid angles and geometric phase. In the most general case, the geometric phase (21) and (22) is equal to half of the oriented area (solid angle) swept on the Poincarana sphere by the shortest geodesic line connecting theū 1 and −ū 2 (or equivalently −ū 1 andū 2 ) points, Fig. 9(a) :
It is easy to trace the transition of this equation to the PB geometric phase in the paraxial 2D case. Since the third (vertical) coordinates of the representation points on the Poincaré and Poincarana spheres are the same in this case, the geodesic line connectingū 1 and −ū 2 on the Poincarana sphere exactly doubles the shortest geodesic line from S to the equator of the Poincaré sphere, Eq. (12) sphere (representing the orientation angle φ/2 of the polarization ellipse), we find that the geodesic area Σ geod on the Poincarana sphere is exactly equal to the area swept by geodesic to the equator Σ equat on the Poincaré sphere. This precisely agrees with the definition (12) of the PB phase.
In the simplest case, in which the area inside the spatial contour of integration does not include polarization singularities (considered below), and the contours traced by theū 1 and −ū 2 points on the Poincarana sphere are two separated loops, Fig. 9(b) , the oriented area Σ geod modulo 4π becomes equivalent to the sum of the oriented areas enlosed by the two loops: Σ geod = Σ 1 + Σ 2 . This is similar to the paraxial PB case shown in Fig. 3(a) .
We are now in a position to consider the role of polarization singularities of the 3D fields on the geometric phase. Similar to the 2D case, the phase singularities of the field Ψ = E · E are C-lines of purely circular polarizations in the (x, y, z)-space or C-points in the (x, y)-plane [13, 63, 80] . Note, however, that the orientation of the normal to these circular polarizations can be arbitrary, and singularities of the full 3D field (E x , E y , E z ) do not coincide with singularities of its (E x , E y ) transversal components (unless E z = 0) [13, 63, 80] . Most importantly, in 2D fields considered in Section II B, we characterized polarization singularities by the integer topological index N C , Eqs. (13) and (14), counting the number of half-turns of the 2D polarization ellipse around the Cpoint. However, this topological number cannot be generalized to the 3D case. Indeed, the number of turns makes sense for a planar object undergoing Abelian SO(2) rotational evolution, but this does not make sense for 3D objects under non-Abelian SO(3) evolution. In terms of spherical representations, one can count the winding number of the contour around the S 3 axis of the Poincaré sphere (responsible for the spin and polarization singu- larities), but one cannot introduce the winding number for the contours on the Poincarana/Majorana spheres because the relevant rotation of the polarization ellipse occurs with respect to the instantaneouss-direction, which itself evolves along the contour. Therefore, only the quantized dynamical phase Φ D (20) and the corresponding half-integer topological number N D /2 survive for 3D fields. Nonetheless, 3D polarization singularities do play an important role in the topological properties of geometric phases and their representations on the Poincarana sphere.
To show this, note that the directions of the principal axes of the polarization ellipse are defined up to a common sign flip: (A, B) → (−A, −B). This ambiguity corresponds to the ambiguity of the labeling of the two points on the Poincarana sphere: (ū 1 ,ū 2 ) → (ū 2 ,ū 1 ). Therefore, upon a cyclic evolution of the 3D polarization ellipse, one can distinguish two topologically different cases, shown in Fig. 10 .
Case 1: Upon continuous cyclic evolution, the principal-axis vectors return to their initial values: (A, B) in = (A, B) fin . This means that theū 1 andū 2 vectors trace two closed loops over the Poincarana sphere, as shown in Figs. 10(a,b) . These paths generally have different shapes and could have different handedness, i.e., different signs of the enclosed solid angles. In this case, the geometric phase (30) modulo 2π equals the half sum of the oriented areas of the two loops on the Poincarana sphere:
Case 2: Upon continuous cyclic evolution, the polarization-ellipse vectors return to the values opposite to the initial ones: (A, B) in = (−A, −B) fin . Each of these vectors, traced along the spatial contour of evolution, forms a 3D structure similar to a Möbius strip with a half-integer number of turns around the contour [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . In this case, theū 1 andū 2 vectors swap after the cyclic evolution, (ū 1 ,ū 2 ) in = (ū 2 ,ū 1 ) fin , and form a single closed loop over the Poincarana sphere, Fig. 10(c) . Remarkably, one can show that the geometric phase (30) modulo 2π becomes equal to half of the solid angle enclosed by this loop, but now with an additional π contribution:
Equations (31a) and (31b) provide the 3D generalization of the 2D equation (16) for the PB geometric phase. One can show that spatial contours not enclosing C-lines always correspond to Case 1, while crossing a non-degenerate C-line always produces a transition between Cases 1 and 2. Again, the principal difference between the 2D and 3D situations is that we cannot count the number of polarization-ellipse turns in the 3D case. Even though one can count the number of twists of the (A, B) vectors around the spatial contour, this number is not topological, i.e., can vary by an integer upon small deformations of the contour without crossing the C-lines. For example, the polarization Möbius strips generically have orders ±1/2 or ±3/2 around a single non-degenerate C-line [29] [30] [31] , and this number depends on the shape of the contour or fine non-topological properties of the field in the vicinity of the C-line. What does not depend on the contour shape, and hence represents a topological property, is the parity of the number of such twists. The even and odd number of twists represent the non-Möbius and Möbius cases 1 and 2, respectively. Thus, we can introduce a Z 2 topological number distinguishing these cases:
Indeed, the topological number corresponding to the dynamical phase (20) Note that Eqs. (31a)- (32) are perfectly consistent with the 2D equation (16) for the PB geometric phase. One can unify all these equations to the following form:
where Σ denotes the total oriented area from all closed loops on either Poincaré or Poincarana sphere, and we used Eq. (15) .
To illustrate these ideas, we consider an explicit closedform solution of the free-space monochromatic Maxwell equations, which is a combinations of nonparaxial vortex focused fields, defined as
where the operatorsL ± andĈ ± convey vorticity and helicity to a scalar field, respectively, and are given by [106] L
and the scalar field U is a nonparaxial generalization of a Gaussian beam with Rayleigh range q, given by [107, 108] U (r) = 2kqe
where k = ω/c is the wavenumber. (The paraxial limit results from considering kq 1.) When + and − have different parity, the field in Eq. (33) is qualitatively similar to the focused beams used for the experimental observations of Möbius polarization strips [32] . Figure 11 (a) shows the phase of the quadratic field Ψ = E · E, over the transverse (x, y) plane, corresponding to the waist (z = 0) of the focused field in Eq. (33) for + = 1, − = 0, and qk = 5. This is a nonparaxial 3D analogue of the polarization vortex shown in Fig. 5(a) . As can be appreciated from Fig. 11(a) , this field contains several C-lines, corresponding to phase singularities of Ψ. This figure also shows three pairs of (concentric) circular contours within the waist plane; each pair corresponds to crossing one of the C-points. The evolutions of the total, dynamical, and geometric phases with the radius of the contour R c are shown in Fig. 11(b) , cf. Figs. 5(a,c) . One can see that the total phase evolves continuously, as it should be in a generic case, while the dynamical and geometric phase experience opposite π jumps when crossing the C-points. 
IV. OTHER PROPERTIES
A. Relation to the angular momenta of cylindrical fields
Remarkably, the geometric, dynamical, and total phases, Eqs. (2)- (4) and (19)- (22), calculated along circular contours in cylindrically-symmetric 3D optical fields are closely related to the spin and orbital anglular momenta of such fields [10, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
We first consider only electric field E charcterized by the energy density w = ω|E| 2 , canonical momentum density p = Im [E * · (∇)E] and spin AM density s = Im (E * × E) [18, 59, 61, 105] , where ω is the frequency, and we omit inessential common prefactors. The orbital AM density is given by l = r × p, and the canonical total AM density is j = l + s. Note now that the orbital AM density represents the local expectation value of the differential orbital AM operator with the z-componentl z = (−ir × ∇) z = −i∂/∂ϕ and the "wavefunction" E [14, 15, 18] . In turn, considering the total-phase increment (2) along the circular contour {r = const, ϕ ∈ (0, 2π)}, we can write
One can see from here that the totalphase increment along the circular contour provides the ϕ-averaged normalized orbital AM density of the field:
where the overbar stands for the ϕ-averaged. Cylindrically-symmetric fields (such as eigenmodes of cylindrical waveguides [109, 110] ) can be conveniently presented in the circular-polarization basis as [41] 
where m = 0, ±1, ±2, ... is an integer total-AM quantum number. Obviously, the energy and the z-components of the AM densities are ϕ-independent for such fields, and the overbar in Eq. (37) can be omitted. Furthermore, the squared field for Eq. (38) equals
, and the dynamical-phase increment (3) along the circular contour immediately yields Φ D = 2πm. However, simple calculations for fields (38) show that the normalized z component of the total-AM density is quantized and also equals m [41, 111] , so we arrive at
Finally, it follows from Eqs. (4), (37) , and (39) that the spin AM density of the cylidrical fields (38) is associated with the geometric-phase increment along the circular contour [41] :
Thus, the quantization of the dynamical phase (3) and the corresponding topological charge are closely related to the quantization of the total AM (39) of the cylidrically-symmetric field. Note that while the dynamical phase is quantized as a half-integer N D /2 times 2π, the total AM (39) is integer. This means that the topological Z 2 number M = 0, and there are no polarization Möbius strips in cylindrically-symmetric fields. This is because cylindrically-symmetric fields are not generic and only second-order C-points can obey this symmetry.
Furthermore, the close relation between the spin AM and geometric phase, Eq. (40), can be understood using the Coriolis-Doppler interpretation (22) . In the cyldrically-symmetric case, the uniform 2π rotation between the natural polar and Cartesian coordinate frames (about the z-axis) takes place along the circular contour, so that Ω τ dτ = 2πz, while the normalized spin (23) is S = ω s/w. From here, Eq. (22) immediately leads to Eq. (40) .
We finally note that the AM-phase relations (37)-(40) for arbitrary 3D fields generalize previous analogous results obtained for: (i) nonparaxial free-space fields with well-defibed helicity and spin-redirection geometric phase [39] , and (ii) paraxial inhomogeneously-polarized fields and Pancharatnam-Berry phase [112] . Our general definitions of phases (2)- (4) and (19)- (22) unify these previously-unrelated cases.
B. Extension to electromagnetic fields in optical media
So far, for the sake of simplicity, we only considered the 3D complex electric field E as if it were in free space. The close correspondence between the phases and dynamical properties of the field, revealed in Section IV A, enable us to naturally extend the main definitions of phases to the case of electric and magnetic fields (E, H) in an isotropic inhomogeneous dispersive lossless medium, characterized by the real-valued permittivity ε(ω, r) and permeability µ(ω, r).
It is well-known for the energy density [113, 114] , and was recently shown for other dynamical properties of electromagnetic fields, such as momentum and AM [115] [116] [117] , that this extension is realized via the modification of the inner product
where (ε,μ) = (ε, µ) + ω d(ε, µ)/dω. In particular, for (...) = ω this yields the well-known Brillouin energy density of electromagnetic field. Therefore, it is natural to extend the definitions of phases (2)- (4), which are also based on quadratic forms of the field, in an analogous way:
where
Using these definitions, the relations between the phases and AM (37)- (40) hold true in inhomogeneous dispersive media [41] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, we have described the dynamical and geometric phases, as well as their interplay with polarization singularities, in inhomogeneous polarized fields. We introduced a general formalism (2)-(4), which allows determining the total, dynamical, and geometric phases along a spatial contour in a generic multi-component complex field E(r). The total phase is determined by the contour integral of the "local wavevector" (or normalized canonical momentum density), the dynamical phase is half of the phase calculated in the scalar quadratic field Ψ = E · E, while the geometric phase is the difference between these two phases. In this manner, the dynamical phase is quantized for closed spatial contours as an integer N D times π. The total phase generically evolves continuously under continuous deformations of the contour, while the dynamical and geometric phases experience opposite π jumps when the contour crosses a phase singularity of the field Ψ, i.e., a polarization singularity of the vectors field E. This signifies an important connection between geometric phases and polarization singularities, and, generally, topological properties of the field. To the best of our knowledge, this connection was accurately described for the first time in this work.
We have examined thoroughly the two most important and practically-relevant cases, namely 2D and 3D polarizations, which are realized, e.g., in paraxial and nonparaxial optical fields. In a two-component field, the general geometric-phase formula reduces to the wellknown Pancharatnam-Berry phase, which plays an important role in polarization optics, liquid-crystal devices and metasurfaces. Importantly, the fundamental form (12) of this phase is not simply equal to the oriented area (solid angle) enclosed by the contour on the Poincaré sphere, but aquires a πN C addition, where N C is an integer number characterizing the net topological strength of polarization singularities (C-points) enclosed by the contour in real space, Eqs. (13)- (16) .
In a 3D field, the phase and polarization analysis becomes more sophisticated. The general geometric-phase formula (21) can be expressed using two very different yet equivalent representations. First, one can interpret geometric phase "dynamically" as a Coriolis phase shift (22) induced by the observation of the field with an intrinsic angular momentum (i.e., spin S ∝ Im(E * × E) produced by the field E) in a locally-rotating reference frame (caused by SO(3) rotations of the polarization ellipse along the contour). This Coriolis treatment unifies the 2D Pancharatnam-Berry phase, when only the spin magnitude (i.e., polarization ellipticity) varies, and the spin-redirection geometric phase for circularly-polarized fields, where only the spin direction (i.e., the orientation of the normal to the polarization ellipse) varies.
Second, a geometric representation of the polarization evolution and geometric phase is possible on Majoranatype spheres. This representation combines two S able topological role of 3D polarization singularities. Akin to the 2D case, these singularities are C-points in r ∈ R 2 or C-lines in r ∈ R 3 . However, in contrast to two-component fields, one cannot characterize the polarization singularities by an integer topological index N C . This because this index counts "the number of half-turns" of the polarization ellipse, well-defined for planar SO(2) rotations and meaningless for spatial SO(3) rotations. Nonetheless, there is a meaningful Z 2 topological number (32)characterizing 3D polarization singularities. This number M = N D mod 2 indicates the presense (M = 1) or absence (M = 0) of the polarization Möbius strip along the contour of evolution. These two fundamental realspace configurations are represented by one or two contours traced by the representation points on the Majorana/Poincarana sphere. The transition between these two topologically-different cases are realized when the spatial contour crosses a generic C-point. This transition between non-Möbius and Möbius cases, is accompanied by: (i) the apperance of the discontinuity A → −A in the polarization-ellipse orientation along the real-space contour, (ii) the reconnection of the two contours on the Majorana/Poincarana sphere into a single joint loop, and (iii) a π jump in the geometric phase (31a) and (31b).
Thus, the 2D and 3D cases confirm the general conclusion that discontinuous behiviour of the geometric phase near polarization singularities reflects fundamental topological features of multicomponent fields and correponds to generic half-integer topological strength of such singularities. Finally, we have described the close relation between the total/dynamical/ geometric phases and the orbital/total/spin angular momenta in cylindricallysymmetric 3D optical fields and indicated the straightforward extension of the general phase formalism to the case of electromagnetic fields in optical media.
We conclude with several remarks on further extensions and implications of the approach described in this work.
1. Throughout this work we considered spatial closed contours for clarity and better visualization of various phases and cases. Note, however, that all the main equations for the total, dynamical, and geometric phases contain the same form ∇ · dr, which is the differential d of the field along the contour. Therefore, one can apply all these equations to any evolution of the polarized field, e.g., along the propagation trajectory, in time, etc. This evolution should not be necessarily cyclic, but then the dynamical phase is not quantized anymore and topological numbers (defined only for closed contours) become irrelevant.
2. It is known that the evolution of two-component complex fields is described by the SU(2) three-parameter group and is conveniently represented on S 2 sphere. Correspondingly, the geometric phase is naturally described on the Poincaré sphere using two parameters. In turn, the polarization state of a generic 3D optical field is often described in terms of the eight-parameter SU(3) group typical for three-level quantum systems [118] [119] [120] [121] . However, it follows from the Majorana/Poincarana formalism that a fully-polarized 3D state and the corresponding geometric phase is completely described by only four parameters, i.e., represented on a double-sphere S 2 ⊕ S 2 . Therefore, one should be careful and distinguish the SU(3) evolution of three-level quantum systems [54] from the polarization evolution of spin-1 particles described by a three-component wavefunction [53] .
3. The geometric phases are ubiquitous in problems involving interference of multi-component fields. These phases have been well described and measured in interference experiments with paraxial optical fields. Our general approach enables one to calculate geometric phases in the evolution or interference of nonparaxial 3D fields, possibly in inhomogeneous media, which are particularly important for nanooptics and photonics. Therefore, one can expect that the general 3D geometric phases will manifest themselves in such problems as, e.g., interference of surface plasmon-polaritons [122] , the geometrical-optics quantization of modes of photonic waveguides and cavities [41, 123] , and propagation evolution of optical beams in smoothly-inhomogeneous and weakly-anisotropic media [124] . In all these cases, the three components of the field are important. Furthermore, the topological connection between geometric phases and polarization singularities, established in this work, can also manifest itself in various nanooptical problems.
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